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Abstract. Multivalued dependencies (MVD) and join dependencies were introduced to study 
database design problems. Join dependencies can be divided into cyclic and acyclic join depen- 
dencies. A fundamental result in dependency theory is that a join Dependency is acyclic if and 
only if it is equivalent to a set of MVDs. In addition to this characterization it has been shown 
that such a set of MVDs has a cover which is a conjlict-free MVD set. Although this result gives 
considerable insight into the “syntactic” structure of a set of MVDs equivalent to an acyclic join 
dependency, the definition of a conflict-free MVD set is complex and does not provide insight 
into what is meant by the “semantic” notion of a set of MVDs free of conflicts. We introduce 
the concept of an interaction-free MVD set. In contrast to the definition of a conflict-free MVD 
set, the definition of an interaction-free MVD set clearly indicates that we are dealing with a’set 
of MVDs which do not interact in an adverse way. Furthermore, we provide a simple syntactic 
characterization of an interactian-free MVD set and show that a join dependency is acyclic if 
and only if it is equivalent to an interaction-free MVD set. 

1. Introdactiom 

Multivalued dependencies [ 1 I, 321 (MVD) and join dependencies [ 1,241 were 
introduced to study data base design problems. Although join dependencies are 
more general than MVDs, the latter are easier to work with, both conceptually and 
technically. A natural question is therefore to study under which conditions and 
how join dependencies are related to MVDs, 

Join dependencies can be divided into two classes: cyclic and acyclic join depen- 
dencies. The latter class contains the MVDs as a proper subclass. One of the 
fundamental results in dependency theory is the following “semantic” characteriza- 
tion of acyclic join dependencies obtained by Fagin et al [ 131: A join dependency 
is acyclic if and only if it is equivalent to a set of MVDs. In addition to this 
characterization, Beeri et al. [7] have shown that such a set of MVDs has a cover 

which is a conflict-free MVD set, a concept first studied by Lien [20] and Sciore 
[27]. Although this result gives considerable insight into the “syntactic” structure 
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of a set of MVDs equivalent to an acyclic join dependency, the definition of a 
conflict-free MVD set is complex and does not provide insight into what is meant 
by the “semantic” notion of a set of MVDs free of conflicts. 

In this paper we introduce the concept of an intepacfisn-free MVD se?. In contrast 
to the definition of a conflict-free MVD set, the definition of an interaction-free 
MVD set clearly indicates that we are dealing with a set of MVDs which do not 
interact in an adverse way. Furthermore, we provide a simple syntactic characteriza- 
tion of an interaction-free MVD set and show that a join dependency is acyclic if 
and only if it is equivalent to an interaction-free MVD set. 

In Section 2 we review some of the basic definitions in the relational model. In 
Section 3 we show the relationship between acyclic join dependencies and conflict- 
free MVD sets. In Section 4 we introduce the concept of an interaction-free MVD 
set and give a syntactic characterization. In Section 5 we compare the notions of 
conflict-free and interaction-free MVD sets. The main result of this section is that 
a join dependency is acyclic if and only if it is equivalent to an interaction-free 
MVD set. 

2. Basic concepts 

Let 0 denote the universe of attributes. Each attribute A E Q has a set of associated 
values, its domain, dam(A). We will assume that the domain of each attribute has 
at least two elements. A relation scheme R is a finite subset of a. A tuple t over the 
relation scheme R is a mapping from R into UAE R (dom( A)) such that t(A) E 
dam(A) for each A E R. A relation over R is a finite set of tuples over R. 

Let t be a tuple over R and let Xc R. The X-value of t, denoted r[X], is the 
restriction of the mapping t to X. Let r be a relation over R and X c R; then the 
projection of r on X is the relation &(r) = { t[X] 1 t E r). Let rl , . . . , r, be relations 
over the relation schemes R 1, . . u , R, respectively. The join of the relations rl , . . . ,r,, 
denoted r, w l l l w r,, is the set of tuples t over Uy= 1 Ri such that, for each i, 1 -S i G n, 
t[ Ri] E ri. 

In this paper we will consider two classes of data dependencies, the class of join 
dependencies and the class of MVDs. Let R be a relation scheme and let R, , . . . , R, 
be subsets of R such that R = Uy=, Rim If the relation r = I’&,(r) w l l l w AIR. ( r), we 
say that rsatisfies the join dependency (JD) W {RI, . . . , R,}. A multivalued dependency 
(MVD) is a special case of a JD. Let X and Y be disjoint subsets of R. An MVD 
X + + Y for a relation on R is a JD W {XY, X2}, where Z = R - XY. 

Let 2, and & be sets of JDs on R. We say that $$ logically implies &, denoted 
$1 I= $2, if and only if whenever a relation r over R satisfies the JDs in $$, Y also 
satisfies the JDs in Bi2. We say that 2, and ,$* are logically equivalent, denoted 
$1 f $2, if and only if 8, += $Z and &I= ,$, . If ,$* ,= &, then $1 is a cover for $2. 

Let r be a relation over R and let j = D4 {R, , . . . , R,} be a JD on R. We define 
CHASEj( r) as the relation n,+(r) W l l l W l&,,(r). We can generalize the definition of 
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CHASE to a set of JDs. Let 3 be a set of JDs on R and let r be a relation over R; 
then CHASE$( r) can be defined recursively as follows: 

(1) if r satisfies the JDs in ,$, then CHASE$( r) = r; 

(2) if Y violates the JDje$, then CHASE~(~)=CHASE~(CHASE#)). 
It was shown by Maier et al. in [21] that CHASER has the finite Church-Rosser 
property. Furthermore, it follows from the definition that CHASE&) satisfies the 
JDs in ,$. 

3. Acyclic join dependencies and conflict-free MVD sets 

The class of join dependencies over a relation scheme R contains an important 
subclass: the acyclic join dependencies. This class can be defined as follows: Let R 
be a relation scheme and let j be a JD on R; we say that j is an acyclic JD if and 
only if there exists a set of MVDs AZ on R such that A = {j}. For alternative 
definitions of acyclic join dependencies and their properties see [2-10, 12-16, 22, 
23, 25-291. 

A set of MVDs equivalent to an acyclic JD satisfies some interesting properties. 
In particular, it can be shown that such a set has a cover which is a conflict-free 
MVD set. The notion of conflict-free MVD sets was introduced by Lien [20], who 
studied the relationship between the network and relational model. Sciore [2?] 
analysed conflict-free MVD sets in the context of database design and argued that 
“real-world” sets of MVDs are conflict-free. Sciore showed that a conflict-free MVD 
set is equivalent to a join dependency. Beeri et al. [7] sharpened this result by 
showing that a set of MVDs has a conflict-free MVD set cover if and only if it is 
equivalent to a single (acyclic) JD. More results about confiict-free MVD sets can 
be found in [8, 17-20, 27,301. 

We use the formalism of [7] to define conflict-free MVD sets. An MVD X + + Y 
over the relation scheme R splits two attributes A and B if one of them is in Y and 
the other is in R - XY. Am MVD splits a set V if it splits two attriloutes in K A set 
.dt of MVDs over R splits a set V if some MVD in A splits K We say that a set of 
A over R has the left intersection prui drty if and only if whenever the MVDs X + 9 2 
and Y + + Z are implied by A, then also X n Y + + 2 is implied by A. Let A be 
a set of MVDs. The left-hand sides of the MVDs of A are called the keys of A. A 
set A of MVDs over the relation scheme R is a conflict-free MVD set on R if and 
only if 

(1) &t does not split its keys, and 
(2) .4 has the left intersection property. 
Beeri et al. [7] obtained the following important theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 (Beeri et al. [7]). Let R be a relation scheme and let d be a set of MVDs 
on R. & has a cover which is a conflict-free MVD set if and only if d is equivalent to 
an acyclic join dependency. 
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4. Interaction-free MVD sets 

The idea of a conflict-free MVD set suggests that the MVDs in that set do not 
“interact in an adverse way”. It is not clear, however, what is meant by “interacting 
in an adveue way”. This lack of clarity arises from the rather complicated, nonintui- 
tive syntactic definition of such sets. In this section we propose an alternative 
definition of MVD sets “free of conflicts”. Therefore, we introduce the concept of 
interaction-free MVD sets. 

Let R be a relation scheme and let A be a set of MVDs on R. We say that & is 
an interaction-free MVD set on R if and only if, for any relation r over R and any 
pair of MVDs ml, m2 E A, 

CHASE,(CHASE,,( r)) = CHASE,,(CHASE,( r)). 

The following example shows that the notion of conflict-free and interaction-free 
MVD sets are incompatible. 

Example 4.1. Goodman and Tay [17] give an example of a conflict-free MVD set 
which is not an interaction-free MVD set. Let R = ABCD and A = (A + + BC 1 D, 

A&-CID, AC + + I? 1 D}. It can be shown that A is a conflict-free MVD set, 
but not an interaction-free MVD set. Indeed, it can be verified that 

CHASE~~_,~~~D(CHASEAC,,BID(P)) + CHASEA~~~B(~(CHASEAB,,C~~~), 

where r is the relation shown in Fig. 1. 
Let R = ABCDE and A = (A + + BC 1 DE, ABD + + C I E}. It can be verified that 

A is an interaction-free MVD set, but not a conflict-free MVD set since the key 
ABD is split by A + + BC I DE. 

ABCD 

0 0 0 0 

0010 

0 1 1 1 

Fig. 1. 

The following theorem gives a characterization of interaction-free MVD sets. 

Theorem 4.2. Let R be a relation scheme and let A be a set of MVDs on R. & is an 
interaction-free MVD set on R if and only if 

CHASE&) = CHASEnp(CHASE,,_,( . . . (CHASE,,(r)). . . )) 

for any relation r on R, any NC, .&, and any sequence of MVDs (n,, . . . ,n,) such that 

(1) P =IJ% and 
(2) (n,,...,n,)=N. 
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Proof* If IAl s 1, the theorem is vacuously true. Therefore, assume I./$1 > 1. The 

“if” part is trivial, one merely has to consider two-element subsets N of .a. We 
now show the “‘only-if” part of the theorem. Let NE: Jtl and let (n, , . . . ,n,) be a 
sequence of MVDs such that 

(1) p = INI, and 
(2) {nI ,..., n,)=K 

Let r’ = CHASE,,,,(CHASE& . . . (CHASE,,(~)) . . . )). If we can show that J satisfies 
the MVDs ill N, the result follows immediately from the definition of CHASES. 

Since CHASEnp was the last CHASE operation, r’ satisfies the MVD nP. Since N 
is an interaction-free MVD set, it follows that r’= 
Cr.-E+, ( . . . (CHASE,,(CHASE,(I’))) . . . ), which implies that P’ also satisfies the 
MVD nP+. This argument can be repeated for the other MVDs in the sequence. 
Thus r’ satisfies the MVDs in Jv: lZ 

Corollary 4.3. Let r be a relation over R and let &t be an interactkwfiee MVD set 
on R. T&en 

CHASE.&) = CttASBmp(CHASEmp_,( . . . (CHASE,,(r)) l l . )) 

for any sequence of MVDs (m, , . . . , m,) such that 

(1) p=M, and 
(2) {m,,...,m,)=&. 

The converse of Corollary 4.3 is not true: 

Example 4.4. Consider the MVDs m, = A + + BC ID, m2 = AB + + C 1 D, and m3 = 
AC + + B 1 D of Example 4.1, and consider the relation r shown in Fig. 1. It can be 
verified that, for any permutation (p, , p2, p3) of the MVDs m, , m2, and m3, 

CHASE {tn, ,m*.m,w = CHASE,,&CHASE,(CHASE,,( r))). 

However, as was shown in Example 4.1, the set of MrVDs {m,, m2, m3} is not an 
interaction-free MVD set. 

Theorem 4.2 gives a “semantic” characterization of an interaction-free MVD set. 
A “syntactic” characterization follows in a straightforward way from Theorem 4.5. 

Theorem 4.5. Let R be a relation scheme and let ml and m2 be the MVDs X + + Y 1 Z 

and U++ VI Won R. Then 

CHASEm2(CHASE,,( r)) = CHASE,,(CHASEn12( r)) 

for any relation r on R if and only if 
(1) X= U, or 
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(2) xn V-0, yn u=@,andYn V=0(t4QtorenamingofYand%orVandW’), 

or 
(3) m,l-b, or 
(4) m*!= m, .2 

Proof. We first show the “if” direction. 

(1) hsume X = U. Let r be a relation over R. Because of the symmetry between 

ml and rrz2, we Only have t0 show that CHASE,,,,(CHASE,,(r)) Satisfies 111,. L&t 

tl, f2 E CHASE,(CHASE,,( r)) be Of the form 

X YnV YnW ZnV ZnW 

tl = X YV YW zv zw 

t2 = X yv’ yw’ zv’ zw’ 

We have to show that cmsE,,(cHAsE,,(r)) contains the tuple t3 such that 

r, = X YfJ YW zv’ zw’ 

Since tl, t2 E CHASE,+(CHASE,,(r)), we know that CHASE,,(r) Contains the tUpleS 

t,, , f12, f2,, and f22 of the form: 

f11= X YV 61 zv 82 

t12 = X Q3 YW 64 zw 

f21= X YV’ & zv’ 66 

f22 = X 67 YW’ 68 zw’ 

Since cmsE,,( r) satisfies the MVD X + + Y 12, cHASE,,,,( r) also Contains the tUpleS: 

x YV 61 ZV’ 66 

X 63 YW & zw’ 

and therefore CHASE,(CHASE,,( r)) Contains the tUple t3. 

(2) Letm,andm,betheMVDsX++ YIZand U++ V( WsuchthatXn V=0, 

Y n U = 0, and Y n V = 0. Because of the symmetry between ml and rn2, we oniy 

have to show that, for any relation r on R, cmsE,,2(cmsE,,(r)) satisfies the MVD 

ml. Let t,, t2E CHASE,,(CHASE,,(r)) be Of the form: 

XnU XnW YnW ZnLf ZnV ZnW 

t, = Xl.4 xw YW ZU LV zw 
t2 = XU xw YW’ zu’ Zli ZW' 

We have to show that CHASE,2(cHAsE,,(r)) contains the tuple f3 such that 

t3 = XU xw YW zu’ ZV’ ZWI 

’ Condition (2) can be replaced by either of the following conditions: 
Xn V=0, Zn U=0, and Zn V=0, or 
Xn W=0, Yn U=0, tind Yn W=fl, or 
Xn W=0, Zn U=0, and Zn W=0. 

’ By [13, Theorem 21, it follows that m,l=m, ifand only if((XYs VVor XYc UW) and (XZG VV 
or XZG UW)) and m,i= ml if aad only if (( UVE XY or UVc XZ) and (UW E XY or UW G XZ)). 
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Since t,,?+ CKASE,&HASE,,(~)), we know that CHASE,,(P) contains the tuples 
ttl, t12, tzl, and fz2 such that 

hl = XU 61 82 zt4 ZV 83 

f12= xu xw YW a4 fL 
t21= XI0 65 hi ad ZV’ 67 

f22 = xu xw yw’ zd 43 ZW’ 

Since CHASE,,(~) satisfies the MVD X + + Y, CHA~E,,$ 4 &II contains the tuple 

xu xw YW Zd 158 ZW’ 

and therefore CHASE,(CHASE,,( r)) contains the tuple t3. 
(3) Trivial. 
(4) Trivial. 
We show the “only-if” d;*-*: r.vveA~n of the theorem y contraposition, i.e., if the 

MVDs ml and m2 violate conditions (l), (2), (3) and (4), then we show that there 
exists a relation r over R such that 

In fact, it suffices to show that there exists a relation r such that CHASE~JCHASE,,( r)) 

violates the MVD ml. If we assume that X + + Yi and ii--VI W violate 
conditions (l), (2), (3), and (4), then 

XZU and 

(Xn VfOor Yn Uf@or Yn V#@) and 

(Xn V#@orZn U#@orZn V#@) and 

(Xn W#0or Yn Uf(bor Yn W#@) arG 

(Xn WZ4forZn U#(QorZn W#fd) and 

((XYZ UVandXYg UW) or (X2$ UVandXZg UW)) md 

((UVOXYand UVGXZ) or (UWPXYa 

It can be verified that the truth assignments, shown in Table 1, (and their conse- 
quences3) are the only truth assignements to the predicates X n U # 0, X n V # 0, 

Xn W#& Yn U#@, Yn V#& Yn W#@,Zn U#&Zn Vf&andZn W#f3 

which make the above expression true. 
By the symmetry of m, and m2, however, there remain only three cases to consider: 
(a) Truth assignments (l), (2), (3), and (6) (in Table 1) cannot be distinguished 

and correspond to the case where X n V # 0, Y $, md! z l-0 W f fl. 

(b) Truth assignments ( ), (<), (7), and rre- 

spond to the case w ere Xn V$8, 0. 

3 We say that a truth assignement (jxnU, jx,, “, _Lw ,i-/:33 Ad, i ynw, SZdb .k-+ izdfw) is a 
consequence of the truth assignment ( ixnb, ixfi v, ’ . e * ‘x;,w, lY,U, lY,V* b,w, iyn [,, isnv, izn w) if 

jx~~~i~~~,j~~~~~~~~~~.-.,j~~~~~~~~~. 
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XnUZ0 Xn vz0 Xn wz0 YnUZ0 Yn V#0 

0) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 I. 
1 1 

Yn W#0 ZnU#q) Zn V#0 Zn W=Q 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(9 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(c) Truth assignement (9) corresponds to the case X n V # 0, X n W Z 0, Y n 
U#@, and Zn U#fl. 

For each of these cases, we can construct a relation r such that CHASE,(CHASE,,( r)) 

violates the MVD ml = X + + Y 12. The relation shown in Fig. 2, covers case (a). 
The relation shown in Fig. 3, covers case (b). The relation shown in Fig. 4, covers 
case (c). Using the examples shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, one can construct, in the 
obvious way, examples for the truth assignments which are either equivalent to or 
consequences of those mentioned in (a), (b), and (c). Cl 

XnV YnW ZnW XnWYnWZnU 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

XnV XnW YnU ZnU 

0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 

Fig. 4 
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5. Fitting it all together 

Example 4.1 shows that the notions of conflict-free MVD sets are incompatible. 
In this section we will show however that they do have a common ground. To do 
so, we need the notion of a set of MVDs having the subset property, introduced by 
Goodman and Tay [17]. 

Let R be a relation scheme and let A be a set of MVDs on R We say that At 
has the subset property if and only if for each pair of MVDs X + + Y 12 and 
U++ U( W in A, 

XYEW and UWGXZ 

up to renaming of Y and 2.. or V and IK4 
Goodman and Tay obtained the following results. 

Lemma 5.1 (Goodman and Tay [ 171). Let R be a relation scheme and let & be a set 
of MVDs on R. If d has the subset property, then d is a conflict-free MVD set. 

The converse of Lemma 5.I is not true. The set A of Example 4.1 is a conflict-free 
MVD set, but the MVDs AI3 + + C 1 D and A@ + + B 1 D violate the subset property. 
However, the following is true. 

Lemma 5.2 (Goodman and Tay [17]). Let R be a relation scheme and let Jt be a set 
of MVDs on R. If d is a conflict-free MVD set, then & has a cover which has the 

subset property. 

Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and Theorem 3.1 together imply the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.3 (Goodman and Tay [17]). Let R be a relation scheme and let ti be a 
set of MVDs on R. JU has a cover which has the subset property if and only if & is 
equivalent to an acyclic join dependency on R. 

In the remainder of this secticn, we will show that the results similar to Lemmas 
5.1,5.2, and Theorem 5.3 exisL between interaction-free MVD set and sets of MVDs 
which have the subset property. 

Lemma 5.4. Let R be a relation scheme and let Jt be a set of MVDs on R. If Jt has 
the subset property, then & is an interaction-free MVD set. 

Proof* Let X++ YIZ and U + + VI WE JZ. Since A has the subset property, we 
may assume, without loss of generality, that XY s UW and UV G XZ (cf. footnote4). 

4 That is, one of the following is true: 
XYc UV and UWc, X2, 
XYc UW and UVEXZ, 
XZE UV and UWE XV, 
XZc UW and UV6XY. 
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Condition XY c UW’ implies that X n V = Q) and Y n V = 0. Condition W c X2 
impliesthat YnU=@and YnV=f!kHenceX++YIZand U+-+VIWsatisfies 
X n V = @, Y n U = 0, and Y n V = 0. ne result follows from the “if” part of 
Theorem 4.5. 0 

mma 5.5. Let R be a relation scheme and let A be a set of 
interaction-free MVD set, then A has a cover which has fhe 

Proof. Consider the algorithm shown in Fig. 5. It can easily be seen that algorithm 
transform terminates. We HOW prove that transform returns a cover of A which 
has the subset property. The proof will be by induction on the number of times 
transform is called before halting. 

input: an interaction-free MVD sf Jad 
ovtpd: a cover of Jt which has th; subset property 

iunction transform(A: set of MVDs): set of MVDt 
begilt 

0 Jc1 contains a pair of MVDs m, , m2 (m, # m2) such that m, I= m2: retum(transform(A -{m2})) 
0 44 contains a pair of MVDs m, = X +-, Y 12 and m2 = X ++ V 1 W (m, # m,) such that m, and 

m2 violate the subset property: 
retum(transform(4 -(X ++YIZ, x+ VlW}u{X ++Yn VlYn WlZn VlZn W})) 

0 otherwise: return 
end(transform). 

Fig. 5. 

Induction Hypothesis: If & is an interaction-free MVD set and it takes k 2 1 calls 
before transform with input & halts, then transform returns a cover of A which 
has the subset property. 

Base Step: k = 1. In this case, transform returns from the otherwise clause. Thus, 
A is an interaction-free MVD set which contains no pair of MVDs ml = X -, + Y 12 

and m2= U++Vl W such that: 

(a) mJ= m2, or 
(b) X = U and ml and m2 violate the subset property. 

It follows from Theorem 4.5 that, for each pair of MVDs X ++ Y 12, U + + VI WE 

4 

Xn V=(b, YnU=(b, and YnV=0 

up to renaming of Y and 2, or V and W. Conditions X n V = (b and Y n V = 0 
imply that XY E UW. Conditions Y n U = Q) and Y n V = $9 imply that UVE X2. 
Thus, JM has the subset property. Since A is a cover of itself, the induction hypothesis 
is true in this case. 

’ Remember that X, Y, and 2 are pairwise disjoint subsets such that XYZ = R. A similar remark is 
true for the sets U, V, and W. 
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Encfuction Step: If transform, with input A, was called k+ 1 times (k 3 l), then 
the firsi call must have been a call that resulted from either the first or the second 
statement in the case statement. 

Assume the first call was transform (A -(m,)), where m2 E .& and such that 
there exists an ml E .d (m, Z m2) with Mu != m2. Clearly, A - {m2} is a cover of 
A. Since .& is an interaction-free MVD set, so is A - (m,}. By the induction 
hypothesis, Jt -{ma} has a cover N which has the subset property. Since N is a 
cover for .& -{m,} and since .kZ - {m2} is a cover of 4, the induction hypothesis is 
true in this case. 

Assume the first call was 

transform&H -(X ++Y(Z,X++V~W} 

v(X++ Yn VI Yn WlZn VlZn W)). 

This implies that for any pair of MVDs ml and m2 in JH, m, I# m2 and m,F ml. Let 

C&%&-(X++ YlZ,X++ VI W} 

u{X++ Yn V( Yn W(Zn VlZn W}. 

It follows from the right intersection and union properties of MVDs [31] that A?’ is 
a cover for A. It can also be verified, by using Theorem 4.5, that M is an 
interaction-free MVD set (remember & is an interaction-free MVD set). The induc- 
tion hypothesis implies that .# has a cover N which has the subset property. Since 
A’ is a cover of A, N is also a cover for A and the induction hypothesis is true. Cl 

Lemmas 5.4, 5.5, and Theorem 5.3 together imply the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.6. Let R be a relation scheme and let A be a set of MVDs on R. JH has a 
cover which is an interaction-free MVD set if and only if A is equivalent to an acyclic 
join dependency on R. 

We can now state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 5.7. Let R be a relation scheme. A join dependency is acyclic if and only if 
it is equivalent to an interaction-free MVD set. 

Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 5.6 and the definition of a cover. Cl 

Theorem 5.7 adds another fact to the arsenal of conditions that characterize 
acyclic join dependencies. In comparison to the other conditions that relate acyclic 
join dependencies to MVDs, we feel that the concept of interaction-free 
has the advantage of providing a si antic characterization. 
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We conclude by mentioning an open problem: Is there a simple characterization 
for a set of MVDs which satisfies the conditions specified ~FI Corollary 4.3? 
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